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Opening Remarks by Riaz Fatyana, MNA 
Chairman, Parliamentarians Commission for Human Rights   
  
In his opening remarks, Riaz Fatyana welcomed the participants of the conference. He 
said they had come together to share views on an important national issue regarding 
protection of minorities in Pakistan. He extended warm welcome to the distinguished 
participants who had traveled from various parts of the country and welcomed them on 
the behalf of Parliamentarian Commission on Human Rights (PCHR). He also thanked 
the Embassy of The Netherlands for enabling them to organize the conference.  
  
He said majority population usually establishes government, bring national issues at 
surface and resolve them. Neither it is a route to oppress nor does any self-appointed 
group has the right to oppress minority groups or individuals. No majority, even in 
democracy, should take away the basic rights and freedoms of minorities. Despite 
differences in ethnic background, believes, customs and traditions, geographic locations, 
income levels, minority groups have enjoyed basic human rights and none could deprive 
them of their fundamental rights, he added.  
  
As a matter of fact, protection of minorities’ rights should be a top priority of the 
government. Acceptance of ethnic and cultural groups that seems indifferent, if not alien, 
to majority, thus could represent as one of the greatest challenges to any government. But 
democracy recognizes that diversity can be an asset as it could manage and resolve such 
differences through democratic dialogue and discussions where people could come up 
with consensual decisions. Culture and values strengthen the country, and democracy is 
the answer to the questions regarding differences among minorities. Willingness to 
compromise and reach agreements are two pillars of democracy. Constitution of Pakistan 
safeguards minorities’ rights and ensue them equal status within the society.  
  
It was the need of the hour to probe problems minorities were confronting through mutual 
discourse and analysis of the situation. People with different concerns should hold joint 
discussions and dialogues so as to figure out the commonalities. It would end intolerance 
and fanaticism from the society. Today’s conference is one such effort to discus and to 
resolve the issues in a participatory manner. Many Articles of the Constitution provide 
protection to minorities’ rights.  
  
He said laws are there but their implementation is poor and it was the core problem of our 
times due to different pressures. Sometimes, he said, judiciary was not free to decide 
according to laws. There was the need to change the mindset of the government officials 
in police, judiciary and administration. There is dire need of inter-faith harmony in the 
country. Representation of minorities in the armed forces and civil bureaucracy must be 
according to their population. Decisions must be taken on merit and recent electoral 
system was for the betterment of minorities. The number of minorities’ seats in all 
legislative assemblies must be increased according their population and the syllabus must 
be free of hatred materials. Thy government should devise policy to promote unison and 
harmony in the society. It should ensure protection of minorities worship places.  



  
In the end, he again thanked all the participants and said that their active participation 
would guide them to develop consensus on the proposed national policy on minorities 
and the course of action has been suggested to implement this policy. He said he was 
hopeful that in different sessions, there will be discussions and sharing of experiences and 
it will help in proposing the national policy.  
  



Note by the Chief Guest, Willem Andreae 
Ambassador of the Netherlands in Pakistan 
  
Welcoming all the participants, Ambassador of The Netherlands, His Excellence Willem 
Andreae said he was honoured to be a part of this conference. He said he was happy to 
see that so many distinguished guests had come to discus an important issue. He said 
minorities’ religious situation in the society was of immense importance. He said the 
issue of how to ensuring a society in which followers of different faith and religions 
could live together in peace and harmony was of paramount importance. He said this 
issue was an important political agenda in The Netherlands. He among over 16 million 
people living in The Netherlands, about 900,000 are Muslim. He said there are Muslim 
associations, shops and they were active in all spheres of life. He said there are Muslim 
ministers and members Parliament in The Netherlands. The Netherlands has a reputation 
of being a tolerant country where all people enjoy respect. Under the Dutch law, every 
one living in The Netherlands is entitled to the freedom of religion. People are free to 
practice and choose their religion individually or in groups.  
  
Pakistan, he said, is facing challenges as far as full integration of religion is concerned. 
Religious minorities are discriminated in public and economic life. There has been 
betterment in the position of minorities by discontinuing having separate electoral list for 
minorities and creating reserve seats for them in the Parliament. But now, the political 
parties have integrated the minorities and made them a part of the political process. But if 
fundamental change was to be brought, consensus in the society was necessary.  This was 
the reason, he said, The Netherlands government and the embassy extended full support 
to this project. He said all the stakeholders have been involved to discuss the issue and 
have a way forward for religious minorities in Pakistan. He said the voice of the 
minorities should be heard in the Parliament and in the public debate.  
  
This conference, he said, marked the end of the undertakings. It should be seen as a 
unique opportunity to reach a broad consensus on policy direction that could address the 
issues of prejudice, discrimination and socio-economic marginalization of religious 
minorities. The minorities’ topic will continue to be debated whatever the political set 
may be in Pakistan. “I encourage all of you to continue your discussions on the topic. I 
will be very willing to assist you in hosting such conferences,” he said. He said they were 
closely monitoring the political developments in Pakistan.  
  
  
  
  
  



Keynote address by Ms.Kashmala Tariq ,MNA 

Executive Director, Parliamentarians Commission for Human Rights,& 
Chairperson Commonwealth Women Parliamentarians. 

  
Thanking all the participants of the conference, Kashmala Tariq said that it was 
beginning and result of a series of conferences, seminars and debates and we had come 
here to discuss such an important issue pertaining to minorities’ rights. She said it was 
high time to address the problems of the vulnerable groups. She said it was wonderful 
platform to address the problems of minorities and devise national plan of action. She 
said she hoped that after the conclusion of the conference they would be able to do some 
thing concrete for the protection of minorities’ rights. She said Bill will be presented in 
the Parliament for improvement in the condition of minorities. It was the need of hour to 
have tolerant society.  
  
All the discriminatory laws aimed at certain religious and ethnic groups should be 
abolished. Citizens of Pakistan, she said, are equal and more minorities groups should 
have more presence in Parliament and other forums. We have to work as a team to bridge 
these gaps and we need to develop religious harmony. She said she hoped that after this 
conference we would be able to formulate a substantial document regarding religious 
minorities’ rights. She said she hoped that all the Parliamentarians present here will be a 
major force in the Parliament to push for the protection of minorities.  



Chief Guest’s Note by Mushtaq Victor 
Minister of State for Minorities 
  
Mr.Mushtaq Victor congratulated Parliamentarians Commission on Human Rights and 
The Netherlands Embassy for organizing this conference and the topic for the conference 
was very interesting. He said the present government did a commendable job in the 
leadership of President Pervez Musharraf. He said the record of the previous 
governments was not worth mentioning as for as the protection of minorities rights as 
concerned. In 2002, the government restored the joint electoral system in the country 
which gave real right to adult franchise to the minorities.  
  
This government, he said, has empowered the minorities, youths and women through 
various measures and legislation. He said there was dire need to change the attitude of the 
people towards minorities at institutional and public level in Pakistan. It is a challenge 
and needs immediate attention. Victimization of minorities’ was also common. The 
challenge being faced by Pakistan is of religious extremism and terrorism. The minorities 
are also facing so many other challenges as they lag behind politically, socially and 
economically. There is great need to bring minorities at a par with other citizen of the 
country.  
  
As the way forward, the political parties should start giving due place to the minorities’ 
people in the political formations so that their participation in national politics could be 
done in such a way that they should be elected, rather than selected. Giving example, he 
said in Sri Lanka, the system is of proportionate representation in the Parliament where 
every 11th seat is given to minorities. Similar is the case in Germany where minorities are 
given reserved seats on proportionate representation. This experiment has been done for 
the first time in Pakistan in 2002. But there is always room for improvement. Let us try to 
work together like a team as it was the only way to bring change at the institutional level. 
  



Opening Address by Shafique Chaudhry 
Chief Coordinator PCHR  
 
Chief Coordinator-PCHR, welcomed the participants and thanked them for making it 
possible to sit together and share their views on important issue of “Protection of 
Minorities: Issues, Challenges and the Way Forward”.  
  
Giving a brief background of the activity, he introduced the participants and informed 
them of the agenda of the conference.  
  
In the beginning of this year, he said, they started the project titled “Protection of 
Minorities: Issues, Challenges and the Way Forward” with the support of royal Nether 
Lands embassy. He said  many discussions were held at provincial and district levels. 
Different issues were discussed and measures suggested and strategies recommended to 
rectify the situation. It was suggested that a national conference should be organized in 
Islamabad which should be participated in by all those who attended the provincial and 
district consultation workshops to have a consensus on what has so far been said on this 
subject in the district consultations.  
  
In the light of the proceedings of those district and provincial level consultations, we 
have developed a National Minorities Policy Paper which all the participants proposed 
that it should be adopted by the government of Pakistan and Ministry of Minorities. He 
said they have also suggested that a national plan of action containing different actions 
for different stakeholders, which will lead us literally to the actual state of minorities in 
Pakistan. He said he was very happy that all the guests including legislatures, minorities’ 
rights activists, media persons, representation from all the four provinces and all other 
stakeholders had made it to the conference.  
  
Giving details of the program, he said that there would be six sessions of the conference. 
He said there would be four working sessions which continue parallel to each other. Then 
we would have a concluding session to present the report of the working sessions. During 
this we will also have a lunch and prayer break (for persons belong to minorities groups 
and those not keeping fast and coming from other cities). In the end we would have an 
Iftar Dinner.  
  
In the second session, he said we feel privileged to have honourable Minister of State for 
Minorities Mushtaq Victor, Abdul Majeed Pirzada, Executive Member of 
Parliamentarian Commission Human Rights , Director General National Police Bureau 
Dr. Shoaib Suddle , His Excellency Willem Andreae., Ambassador of The Netherlands, 
Joseph francis from CLAAS, Provincial Minister Minorites Mr. Jai Parkash, and all other 
prominent leaders from all over the country among us to express their views. We also 
have representation of the National Minorities Commission by having Mr.Basant Lal and 
former Senator Roshan khursheed Baruja. While there are also representations from 
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Law, Justice, Human Rights and Minorities as well. 
He said in this way it is totally a cross representative forum.  



  
  
Session A -1 

 

Thematic areas:                    Constitutional Safeguards: Provision of Legal 
Protection to Religious Minorities 

  
Session Chair                          Naeem Shakir, Advocate Supreme Court   
  
  
Speakers:                                Dr. Shoaib Suddle, Director General National Police 

Bureau and Secretary, National Public Safety Commission 
Rochi Ram Advocate Supreme Court  
Col (Retd) S. K.Tressler, Former Federal Minister for 
Minorities 

  
COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS  
  
 Col (Retd) S. K. Tressler 
  
Congratulating Riaz Fatyana and Kashmala Tariq, he said that it was privilege to have 
them at the conference. He said majority, and not the minorities, were a problem in 
Pakistan. Minorities in Pakistan are the sons of the soil and the situation is different from 
the other countries where they are not considered as aliens. He said he is proud to be a 
Pakistani and being related to Pakistan, rather than to the US or any other country. Our 
blood relationship is with Pakistan. When something happens in Iraq or somewhere else, 
he said, our people must learn, and not react. It is a global warfare and it is their problem. 
The time of the Crusades is gone and if someone mentions Iraq war as a Crusade, it is 
made to think on this line.  
  
He said there should be harmony in the country and the role of non-Muslims in the 
creation of Pakistan must be mentioned in textbooks. In the development of Pakistan, he 
said, the non-Muslims know about their role and responsibilities. The minorities are not 
disloyal to Pakistan at all. He said the majority should be inculcated about this fact. Over 
75 years of age, he said he himself had served with Muslims throughout his life and 
found no problem at any stage.  
  
Hatred material must be removed from the textbooks and the syllabi should modernized 
and people should be informed of the role and importance of minorities rights. Majority 
of the Muslims are extremely good but a fraction of their population needs to be taught 
and handled carefully. He said he would blame the majority who do not pay heed to the 
deeds of the silent minorities. He said the Christian preachers are never allowed to talk 
about the good and bad of other religions. He said he was 100 per cent Christian but 90 
per cent follower of Islam. He said there are so many commonalities between the two 



religions. He said neither a Muslim nor a Christian could convince one another over the 
differences in their respective religions. But, he said, we are living as one nation in 
Pakistan. Citizens rights should be upheld in the treatment of minorities.  
  
Unfortunately, as a nation, he said we have never bothered to consider the Constitutional 
guarantees and to follow the principals of the Quaid-e-Azam. A lot of improvement could 
be witnessed if we followed the lofty principals of Islam. He said he hoped that good 
sense would prevail and every body would be given his due status and rights in Pakistan. 
In spite of forcing one’s ideology on other, he said, harmony could only be developed 
through inter-faith dialogue among various religious groups. He said it was rubbish that 
some changes had been incorporated into the Bible and the Christians believe in three 
gods. He said the majority in Pakistan should give respect to the minorities.  
  
He said there were a lot of controversies as to how the election should be held; whether it 
should be proportionate or direct election on minorities’ seats in national and provincial 
assemblies. He said that the number of minorities’ seats should be increased and they 
should be given representation in the Senate also.  
  
 
Advocate Naeem Shakir  
 
Stressing the importance of this conference, Advocate Naeem Shakir said that this event 
should have been organized much earlier as present Parliament’s tenure would be over 
within couple of months. Pointing out a few basic things, he said it was considered that 
the issue of minorities was only theirs. He said it as a wrong perception and it was a 
national issue. Further, he said it was not a religious issue rather it was the political one. 
He said it related to democratic order which was not present now. We were nourishing 
hopes that in the coming years we would get our society free from extremism and 
militancy.  
  
In a democratic order, he said, we needed every one; Muslims and non-Muslims. Point to 
ponder was that the Constitution failed to protect an ethnic diversity in Pakistan which 
was the basic ingredient of a plural society. Constitution provides protection to all the 
citizen but the laws were discriminatory against the minorities as they were framed on 
religiously sectarianism lines. He said the Objective Resolution of 1949 had been fudged 
and negated in amendments made in the Constitution. He said we as a nation were not 
faithful to the declaration made by the Quaid-e-Azam.  
He said Pakistan was not a true democratic State as the country had been under the army 
rule for almost two-third of its national life. According to the Constitution, every citizen 
has the right to profess, practice and propagate one’s religion whereas the laws were 
discriminatory because Islam is the State religion, Shariah is the Supreme Law and 
imposed on the minorities in Pakistan. He said these were basic legal and Constitutional 
problems of minorities.  
  



Rochi Ram Advocate from Mirpur Khas, Sindh 
Human Rights Activist(HRCP) 
  
Agreeing the proposal of S. K. Tressler, Rochi Ram said that there was great need to 
educate the majority Muslims. Three days before the creation of Pakistan, he said the 
Quaid-e-Azam struck an agreement with minorities that Pakistan would not be a 
theocratic state. All the citizens would be equal and politics and religion would remain 
poles apart. It was a must for the Cabinet and Parliament and give rights and protection to 
minorities. He said the Constitution was in democratic form but in substance it was not. 
He said the Objective Resolution has not been implemented in letter and spirit in 
Pakistan.  
  
He said Pakistani people had formulated the Constitution of Pakistan and it was not 
meant for the Muslims only. He said the Federal Shariah Court judges, appointed by the 
President, did not have any protection. He said a lot of legal protection for the minorities 
had been declared ‘un-Constitutional’ by the Shariah Court judges in the name of ‘good 
orders’.  
  
He said there were 700,000 families belonging to the scheduled casts in Sindh who are 
the tillers of the land. In 1972, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto gave some rights these tillers of lands 
but the same had been withdrawn, declaring them as ‘un-Islamic’. The rights awarded to 
Harris by the democratic government had been withdrawn by an un-democratic regime.   
  
He said the evacuee properties belonging to Hindus, Sikhs and others were being 
managed and looked after by the Muslims. He said the sacred places of the minorities 
should be taken care of by them, and not by the Muslims. He said the sacred places of 
minorities should be refurbished and the Evacuee Property Trust should provide funds for 
the maintenance of minorities worship places. He said there should be a religious 
freedom commission in Pakistan to take notice of violations against the minorities. He 
suggested that there should be minorities’ commission to address to the complaints and 
problems of the minorities.  
  
Dr. Shoaib Suddle 
Director General, National Police Bureau 
  
Thanking the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Riaz Fatyana, Kashmala Tariq and 
Shafiq Chaudhry for arranging this conference, Dr. Shaoib Suddle said that this moot 
provided an opportunity to all of us to share views on minorities’ rights.  
  
He said that the issue of minorities’ rights was of fundamental importance. The law 
enforcers generally take sides of the influential and weaker segments of the society are 
always maltreated. He said that 295 and 298 Sections of the Pakistan Penal Code should 
either be done away with or be amended drastically. He said necessary will required to 
amend these Sections was lacking and to some extent it was witnessed during amendment 
in the Hudood Law. He said amending any of the laws was the easiest of the things to do. 



Real issue was the implementation on the law and the mindset of the law enforcers. 
Unless we address this issue, there will be no improvement in the state of affairs.  
  
He said that law in Pakistan was differential and it always victimized the poor while well-
to-do always got an escape. He said it was the need of the hour to sensitize masses, 
gatekeepers of criminal justice, prosecutors, judges and all those dealing with laws. He 
said the policemen being the gatekeepers needed more sensitization. He said drastic 
amendments are needed in the law to protect the minorities. He said police cops should 
be judged from their personality traits before their recruitment. Then they should be 
provided proper training. Same should be followed in prosecution and judiciary.  
  
Sharing his experience about the criminal justice, he said, any unfair system could not get 
acceptance from the society. He said it was the fundamental disconnect of the society 
which needed to be addressed. He said he has been invited at an experts’ group meeting 
on minorities in Viana in January 2008 and the current meeting was very useful for him. 
He said the paper produced would be brought to a wider international context. He said the 
UK based inter-faith harmony group was also in touch with him.  
  
He said within the National Police Bureau a gender crime cell has been established. He 
said soon a specialized cell purely dealing with minorities would start working soon. On 
behalf of the police and Ministry of Interior, he assured that efforts would be put in to 
eradicate discrimination against minorities at all levels. He said he was available to take 
up and address violence against the minorities.  
  

Comments and Questions  
  
 Mangla Sharma 
Chairman Pak-Hindu Welfare Association 
  
I would like to ask from Dr. Shoaib Suddle that as far as law is concerned, the minorities 
always face discrimination whenever a boy or a girl wants to convert. How is the 
behaviour of the cops while recording his/her statement under Section 64 of the PPC?  
Where they keep that boy or girl before presenting him/her before the court? 
  
Joseph Francis 
National Director, Centre for Legal Aid Assistance and Settlement 
  
When someone is booked under Section 295 B and C, he cannot explain his position due 
to shortage of time and his family also goes under ground. Police always encourage the 
killers of alleged blasphemers. As Mangla Sharma has pointed out that when a non-
Muslim girl ties her knot with a Muslim boy, the police ravage the house of her relatives. 
The high court judges’ attitude too becomes questionable in this connection.  
  
It is because of imposition of Shariah on non-Muslims. It is a feudal society and 
abductions are quite common here. Poor families’ women are more vulnerable. Women 



are kidnapped by landlords and their henchmen and they are forced to tie the knot and 
embrace Islam. There is technical issue as Shariah would prevail in such cases. 
According to Shariah, if any woman embraces Islam she cannot contact with her 
immediate family members because they are non-Muslims. This is how the personal law 
is invaded. It is our consensus that the divorce and marriage should be solemnized under 
the one religion. If Nikkah of a Christian girl is solemnized under Christian Marriage Act 
1872, her divorce would be valid under Divorce Act 1969.  
  
Peter Jacob 
National Commission for Justice Peace 
  
First of all I thank the Parliamentarians Commission for Human Rights for their serious 
effort to address the lingering issue of minorities’ rights protection. He said they have 
two drafts; one each of policy direction and plan of action. He stressed that the 
participants should put forward suggestions in this regard. He said, as pointed out by Riaz 
Fatyana, minorities rights protection was one of the vital issue. He said it should be 
treated as the national issue rather than as an issue of minorities. He said a review 
committee should be formed to remove discriminations against minorities present in the 
Constitution.  
  
He in policy goals, equal rights and responsibilities should be incorporated in place of 
equality in the proposed draft. He said the proposed commission should be allowed to 
work independently. He said the committee working under the ministry of minorities was 
not Constitutional as it was created under verbal orders. He said this committee was not 
independent.  
  
He said a credible National Human Rights Commission was a must and its draft was 
pending with the National Assembly since 2003 but no further action has been taken in 
this regard. He said the proposed commission should work one hand as a tribunal and on 
the other hand as an inquiry commission also as this practice is prevalent worldwide.  
  
On Blasphemy Law, he said the Sections 295-A, B and C and 298-A, B and C of the PPC 
should be repealed forthwith. He said nearly half of the victims of blasphemy happened 
to be Muslims. Their trials continue for years and the families of the ‘victims’ undergo 
the trauma during this period. The government should compensate the innocent and pay 
the compensation cost so that their rest life could be normalized.  
  
Mushtaq Victor 
Minister of State for Minorities 
  
Mr.Mushtaq Victor said that textbooks contained 80 per cent about Islam and ethics but 
only 20 per cent was about minorities and that too has been slanted. He said other 
religions should not be targeted. He said the amendment in the minorities’ law should be 
incorporated only after consultation and seeking recommendations from the minorities 
representatives.  
  



Advocate Omesh Kumar 
Founder of Pakistan Minority Willful Council, Jafferabad 
  
Omesh Kumar said that except for 1964 family law, no law is applicable on Hindus and 
this was the reason that the rights of minorities’ women were being trampled. The 
minorities’ grievances are addressed in the district courts while majority’s voice is paid 
heed in the civil courts. He said laws should be amended so that women belonging to 
minorities could get their rights easily. He said the laws should be amended keeping in 
view the 1956-57 family laws of India or this should be implemented as it in Pakistan for 
the benefit of Hindu women. He said no legislation or amendment has been incorporated 
in the constitution in Hindus laws since the inception of Pakistan.  
  
He said in Hindu law, a few rights has been given to the daughter and wife and they 
should be given rights to have inheritance also.  
  
Basant Lal 
  
Basant Lal suggested that the Hindus family laws issue would be raised at the Minorities 
Commission level. At the time of the formation of this law, he said there were perhaps a 
few lawyers belonging to the Hindu community. He said amendment in these laws as 
well as the Muslim family laws applicable to Hindus was also the need of the hour.  
  
As far as conversion is concerned, he said that girls belonging to the minorities were 
kidnapped, kept at secret location and presented in the court after three, four days for 
Nikkah statement and all this was done forcibly. Such cases have happened in Sibbi, 
Loralai, Quetta and other areas. Recently, a middle aged Hindu was accused of throwing 
refuse in the mosque and he has been sentenced for life. He said so far there is no law to 
stop conversions and administration of justice has been subjected to sectarian affiliations.  
  
Gorsern Lal 
MPA-Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (F), NWFP 
  
Recently, Gorsern Lal said, a Hindu family was accused of blasphemy in Swabi. A man 
and his wife have been sentenced and they are being denied their bail. They are being 
told that if they convert and become Muslims they would be released. The court also 
asked them if they wanted to become Muslim or remain behind bars for 25 years. He said 
the girl accepted the offer and showed her intention to convert and become Muslim. We 
contacted Justice Bhagwandas and Justice Iftikhar Ahmed Chaudhry and after their 
intervention the girl has been handed back to the Hindu family. But, he said, the girl is 
under constant pressure and cannot live with her family. She has been shifted to another 
location and the family is trying to go to India for protection.  
  
If such state of affairs continued to prevail, he said they are compelled to think about 
their future stay in Pakistan. He said all measures were cosmetic and no concrete efforts 
were made to give rights to the minorities.  
  



  
Responses to the Questions   
 Dr.Shoaib Suddle. 
 
First of all I would say that the interest of the participants in subject shows that one day 
the desired changes in the minorities’ laws would definitely take place. As far as changes 
in the attitudes are concerned, it is really difficult task to change. He said he will not 
condone that what happens with minorities in police custody. He said the law and order 
situation was deteriorating. He said it was out-rightly wrong that non-Muslims were 
forced to convert at police stations. However, he admitted that the influential really 
mattered. He said there was need of overhauling the policing system in the country.  
  
He said that the Magistrate records the statement under Section 164 and police had 
nothing to do with the recording of these statements. He said any statement before a 
police official was inadmissible in the court of the law. He said there was dire need to 
improve the system as well as the attitudes of the police officials. He said the cops and 
judges overstepping their powers while dealing with minorities should be documented 
and publicized that they tried to force the minorities to convert and embrace Islam. This 
may help in keeping such officials away from dealing with minorities’ cases. This may 
also result changing the attitudes. Only laws cannot help change attitudes.  
  
He said we have become indifferent to other peoples’ wrongdoings and this attitude also 
needs to scorned off and bring social pressure on such wrong-doers.  
  
Shoaib Suddle said that there was no distinction in quality criminal justice system and 
there was nothing like cognizable and non-cognizable offences. He said no one should be 
arrested for blasphemy unless Sessions Judge issued arrest warrants of the culprit. The 
Sessions Judges too should be sensitized on this matter. The Sessions Judge should seek 
evidence from the police before issuing arrest warrants of the culprit. He said we would 
have to develop a do-able system.  
  
He said a few FIRs were based on true facts and all of us had to put in sincere efforts to 
change the existing system. He said injustice should be discouraged at all levels. He said 
the police order had been introduced to ensure that the cops could become the agent of 
the rule of law. He said laws should be amended and implemented in letter and spirit 
without any prejudice.  
  



 
 
Second Session 
  

Thematic Area:  Institutional Arrangements and Support Framework and 
Providing Equal Opportunities for Socio-Economic Well-
being of Minorities 

  
Session Chair: Ex-Senator Roshan Khurshid, Member Minorities Commission 
  
Session Chair: Akram Masih Gill MNA, Chairperson , National Assembly 

Standing Committee on Minorities 
  
Speakers:                     Peter Jacob, National Commission for Justice and Peace 

Hector Aleem, Country Director Peace Worldwide 
Dr.Khalid Sulehri, President International Human Rights Observer 

                                
Comments and Questions  
  
Peter Jacob 
Executive Coordinator, National Commission for Justice and Peace 
 
Before discussing the institutional framework, Peter Jacob said that he would like to 
touch upon the conceptual framework of the treatment ought to be suggested for the 
status of religious minorities in Pakistan. He said his discussion would be based on the 
policy paper on religious minorities distributed among the participants by the organizers. 
He suggested that protection of rights of minorities should be incorporated in the paper 
instead of protection of minorities only. He suggested the mission statement of the paper 
should also include the word dignity instead of self-esteem. He said both these changes 
were concerning with conceptual framework.  
  
He said the minorities’ commission, if formed, should be an independent and statutory 
body. He said some laws should be repealed and some should be amended and 
implemented properly for the betterment of minorities in the country. In case of the 
consensus reached after this conference, he said the Parliamentary Commission should do 
the follow-up job.  
  
As far as institutional framework is concerned, he suggested that the standing committee 
on minorities’ functions and responsibilities should be hammered out.  
  
For the well-being of minorities, he said that 3 per cent of the civil servants were 
Christians, Hindus, Parsis and other minorities which was no more than their population 
proportion. He said it was not true that minorities were not interested in applying for 
white collar jobs.  
  



Except for job quota, he said the quota of admissions to colleges and universities should 
also be increased for minorities for creating more opportunities for them. The quota 
system has been implemented in nursing but that too for the disadvantage of the 
minorities’ communities in Pakistan.  
  
He said that religion was included in almost all subjects at all levels of education which 
was objectionable. He said that the religion should be an optional subject in the 
curriculum. He recommended that the religion should not be taught at the school level.  
  
Besides, he said the media policy should be reviewed. He said there was boom in private 
television channels but sometimes certain programmes were telecast which hurt the 
religious feelings of the minorities. He said if we had to achieve certain level of inter-
faith harmony then the television channels should not telecast such programmes which 
spread religious hatred and cause ill-feeling among minorities groups.  
  
He said certain statements were issued to divert attention of masses from specific issues. 
He said a record number blasphemy cases had been registered in Pakistan. He said 
slanted stories were planted here. He said it was very difficult to take up the issue of 
blasphemy at the diplomatic level with other countries.  
  
Corruption in the Evacuee Property Trust Board, he said, was very much prevalent and 
there was dire need of transparency to run its affairs in an effective manner. The 
minorities’ communities should be the part of the Evacuee Property Trust Board to 
ensure transparency in running its affairs.  
  
Hector Aleem 
Director, Peace Worlwide 
  
Hector Aleem, in his opening remarks, said when Pakistan came into being, the Quaid-e-
Azam had announced 5 per cent quota in government jobs for minorities. Unfortunately, 
he said, it had never been implemented in Pakistan. He said Christians could not get 
admission to government colleges and missionary colleges on merit. Different systems of 
education were prevalent in Pakistan. Christians were uneducated and could not continue 
education of their siblings due to multiple reasons. He said students of good educational 
institutions always got good positions and admissions to good universities and colleges.  
  
On ethics, he said, in curriculum books 80 per cent has been written on Islam while there 
was only 20 per cent on Christianity, and that too was slanted. In jobs, he said Muslims 
were being recruited against vacancies reserved for Christians. He said several 
discriminatory programs were being telecast on various television channels which hurt 
the religious feelings of minorities.  
  
He said two systems of enlightened moderation and managing self-esteem were going 
parallel in our society. He said President Musharraf eradicated religious identity from 
passports but the opposing forces managed to insert the same in the passport. He said 
Minister of State for Religious Minorities was toothless and could do nothing for 



minorities. He said only genuine census could ensure equal rights for minorities. He said 
the quota system of jobs for the minorities should be implemented forthwith.  
  
Khalid Aftab Sulehri 
President, International Human Rights Observer 
  
Eulogizing the draft prepared by Parliamentarian Commission on Human Rights, Khalid 
Aftab said that it would go a long way in resolving minorities’ rights lingering problems.  
  
He said rights-based approach towards equality was a must in Pakistan. He said the 
minorities should be treated as Pakistanis as they were contributing to the nation building. 
He said that religious minorities were being ignored by the Ministry of Housing and 
Planning. He said minorities were not given proper housing facilities by the ministry. He 
said in Islamabad there were several colonies of minorities plagued with multiple 
problems, from unhygienic to short or no supply of potable water . He said several 
exemplary plans were initiated by the government but the minorities were not given any 
proper consideration so that they could enjoy the sense of equality.  
  
He said we would have to discuss our common rights in the global perspective. He said 
no body could ignore the minorities or suppress their voice. He said we would have to 
bring equality in jobs and education for minorities groups. He said all people are equal 
and discrimination should be eradicated from society.  
  
Kamran Arif Advocate 
Vice Chairman, Human Rights Commission of Pakistan 
  
Drawing attention of the participants towards attacks on minorities in Waziristan, 
Kamran said it was not for the first time the government had withdrawn itself from 
protecting minorities in Pakistan. He said it was a trend and successive governments 
never asserted their writ in this regard. He said there was lack of courage on the part of 
the government on this front. He said there were institutions to provide equality to the 
citizen but they did not work and the main culprit was the State.  
  
He said the basic question was of the economic status of minorities as they were being 
marginalized economically. He said the cold war era and Afghan Jehad had compounded 
this problem. The present situation in Waziristan was also the direct result of 
government’s policy on Afghanistan.  
  
He said in Pakistan any of the institutions could not be effective unless the institutions of 
police and judiciary were sensitized. Pakistan’s system is so-called democratic but is not 
protecting the minorities rights. The judiciary too was not working properly and hence 
the rights of minorities were in severe danger. Making an extra commission would not 
work. He said unless there was reformation of police and judiciary, we should forget of 
any positive change in Pakistan. The state policies should be changed towards minorities’ 
rights for improving their status at all levels. He said no policeman had been penalized 
for intimidating marginalized communities in any case in Pakistan.  



  
MNA Akram Gill 
Chairperson, National Assembly Standing Committee on Minorities 
  
Akram Masih Gill said that there was a huge gap between civil society activists and the 
government. Unless the minorities do not have any access to the Parliament, their 
problems could not be resolved, he added.  
  
He said President Musharraf had brought the minorities in the mainstream politics and 
had resolved their several problems. He said a lot of development was done during the 
tenure of President Musharraf who gave reserve seats to minorities in the provincial and 
national assemblies. As far as the blasphemy law was concerned, he said that the 
government was planning to introduce a Bill to amend it.  
  
He said all of us would have to put in sincere efforts to improve the lot of downtrodden 
minorities groups. He said less than 5 per cent children of minorities were studying in 
Missionary schools. He said the minorities should be attracted towards small businesses 
so that they could come forward and ensure education of their kids.  
  
Quoting several examples of rendering services to minorities, he said the standing 
committee on minorities was putting in its sincere efforts to resolve problems of the 
minorities. He called upon the minorities groups to apprise them of their problems so that 
their resolution could be ensured through Parliament.  
  

Comments and Questions  
  
Joint electorate system was imbedded in the original 1973 Constitution but President 
Pervez Musharraf did not grant this right to the minorities groups. Likewise, reserve seats 
for minorities were imbedded in the original Constitution but not granted by President 
Pervez Mushrraf. When in August 2000 President Pervez Musharraf announced Local 
Bodies elections on separate electorate basis, Christians and Hindus joined and boycotted 
the local bodies’ election, resulting in the restoration of reserve seats for minorities in the 
joint electorate.  
  
The Ordinance for the denationalization of educational institutions was issued in June 
1996 by the PPP government. The first set of educational institutions was given back to 
Christians in 1999 before the Musharraf regime took over after overthrowing the Nawaz 
Sharif government. The denationalization of schools was already on the anvil. The 
current government did not hand back institutions to Christians.  
  
Agreeing with previous suggestions, he said as far as jobs were concerned, quota could 
not be specified in certain jobs but discrimination should be removed against minorities 
in high profile jobs. Hindus have never been allowed to join the Air Force. He said there 
were outstanding people in minorities’ communities and deserved good jobs. 



Implementation on merit and quota needed to be carefully looked in to ensure quality 
jobs for minorities, he added.   
  
On religion, he said the 20 marks given to the students for Nazira in the specialized 
institutions should be done away with immediately as it had nothing to do with admission 
to medical colleges and Engineering institutions. He suggested the “Peace Television 
Channel” should be banned immediately as it was creating hatred among the minoritie.  
  
  
The curriculum still contains prejudice material against minorities groups and needed to 
be revised forthwith. Likewise, Pakistan’s history has been twisted and the very 
foundation of the State has been confused. He said the religious education should not be 
subjected to the religious hatred. 
  
All the minorities, he said, have struggled a lot and not any single minority group or 
person could be accredited for the struggle for minorities’ rights. He said they were the 
sons and daughters of the soil and this land belonged to them and they wanted to be 
treated equally.  
  
According to the Constitution, equal protection should be provided to all citizens of 
Pakistan. But the laws were discriminatory in Pakistan. He said discussion should be 
carried further on these subjects to evolve consensus.  
  
Another participant said that the inter-faith dialogues were frequently being organized 
these days. Minorities children become victims of bias since their school-going age. The 
syllabus from prep to higher degree level presents only Muslim as heroes as if there was 
not a single worthmentioning personality among the minorities. The minorities children 
with innocent minds when listen from their fellows and teachers about Islam, they realize 
that all good was vested in Muslims while non-Muslim could not do such acts. This badly 
affected the personality of the non-Muslims children. The young generation of non-
Muslims was alien to Islam and we had to look for the reasons. Only Islam is mentioned 
as religion in schools and universities syllabus. The minorities’ children should be taught 
their religions at schools and university levels.   
  
 Lastly, she said, besides armed forces, the doors of other departments were also shut for 
the Hindus for white collar jobs. He questioned how could we believe that Hindus were 
equal citizens in Pakistan?  
  
A participant said that Peter Jacob mentioned the quota system. In past, he said minorities 
had suffered a lot due to this quota system. He said merit policy should be followed and 
all citizens should be given a chance to compete for all sorts of jobs.  
  
While commenting during the conference, another participant said that he wanted to 
share his observation that a lot of Hindus had migrated from Sindh due to poor economic 
conditions. Unless minorities were ensured their economic well-being, they would 
continue to leave Pakistan for good opportunities abroad.  



  
A participant raised that the government of Pakistan has been offering facilities and 
scholarships to minorities’ children but these were insufficient. He said that the number 
of these scholarships should be doubled and the extremely poor families of minorities 
should be provided low-cost housing facilities across Pakistan.  
  
Arif Majeed 
Gender Education Advisor, Ministry of Education 
  
Arif Majeed said that a lot has been said about curriculum and other things concerning 
minorities’ rights. He said there were no two opinions that the curriculum should be 
revised. In the new curriculum, he said, an attempt has been made to include religion in 
Islamic education or ethics. He said in ethics subject, personalities of other religions have 
been included in the curriculum and effort has been made to educate children about other 
religions also. He said that they would welcome suggestions in this regard from 
minorities groups to make it more comprehensive.   
  
He said that the proposal on teachers training was very warmly welcomed as the 
curriculum wing was always appreciative of such suggestions.  
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M. Parkash 
Chairperson Minorities Rights Commission Pakistan 
  
In his opening remarks, Jai Parkash said that there would be far-reaching results of this 
conference. According to the last census, the population of minorities in Pakistan is stated 
to be 5.2 million. He said they had reservations regarding the census and the population 
of minorities must be over 6 million. He said the Quaid-e-Azam had ensured minorities 
of equal rights and state and religion would remain separate entities. He said they wanted 
to see Pakistan as a country where all citizens enjoyed equal rights. He said there was 
dire need of inter-faith harmony to ensure peace in Pakistan.  He said non-integration of 
minorities’ groups, evacuee property and host of other issues were responsible for the 
prevailing poor conditions of minorities in Pakistan.   
  
He said with the passage of time, hatred among Muslims and minorities was increasing. 
He said there was need to promote common practices in various religions as without it, 
we could not move forward. He said this practice would help end discrimination against 
minorities’ groups. He said the hatred material at the basic education level should be 
eradicated and it would go a long way in ensuring peace and tolerance in the society.  
  
He said the Pakistani media was not playing its due role in binding various sections of the 
society and eradicating hatred from it. He aid an inter-faith dialogue commission should 
be formed. He said the religious festivals of the minorities should be celebrated at official 
level to bridge differences  between various religious groups. The personal family laws of 
minorities should be amended and repression of minorities should be ended immediately. 



In the government jobs, he said the minorities should be given equal chance so that they 
could feel proud to be Pakistani.  
  
Romana Bashir 
Program Officer, Christian Study Centre 
  
Romana Bashir said that we were always defensive whenever there was a dialogue on 
inter-faith harmony. She said that we should clearly keep in mind that there is no problem 
with our faith but there was problem with our practice of respective religions. She said 
comparisons of faith and practice was unfair. Further, she said that we should accept each 
others faith. She said this should be promoted through syllabus at school, college and 
university levels. She said through inter-faith harmony we could bring all the people 
together at one platform.   
  
She said that we should develop foundations for inter-faith harmony but it was 
impossible without justice and equality in the society as peace could not be promoted 
without it. She said Pakistan’s Constitution was not based on inter-faith harmony. She 
said that every individual in Pakistan should be entitled to enjoy equal rights. 
Unfortunately, she said we were first Punjabi, Pushoon, Snidhi, Balochi, Hindu, Muslim, 
Parsi, etc. and then Pakistani. She said we will have to reverse this trend and inculcate the 
fact that we are first Pakistani citizens and any thing else.  
  
She said the State and Constitution should provide the basics of faith to its citizens. She 
said minorities groups should be given equal rights and not be made victims of 
discrimination at any level. For the last many years, she said the gap between Muslims 
and minorities groups had widened to a great extent. She said that various religious 
groups were living in their respective pigeon holes and it was a dangerous trend.  
  
She said that disharmony was based in the Constitution of Pakistan. She suggested 
amendment in the Constitution along with revising the educational syllabus to highlight 
the role of minorities groups in the struggle for Pakistan. She said our history has been 
twisted badly and the innocent minds were never provided with correct information. She 
said that the new generation should be provided real facts through education and 
legislation.  
  
Every new blast and suppression hinders the progress of inter-faith harmony in Pakistan. 
She said the Christian Study Centre was putting in sincere efforts to promote the inter-
faith harmony among various religious groups. She said she wanted unity among all sects 
and minorities groups. In the end, she suggested that amendment should be made in the 
legislation to ensure inter-faith harmony in the society.  
 



Bishop Anthony Lobo 
Bishop of Rawalpindi 
  
Defining harmony, Bishop Anthony Lobo said that people of all sects and schools of 
thought should be respected. He said in Pakistani society there were people belonging to 
different sects and schools of thought but they were living in peace and harmony.  
  
On how to inculcating harmony and tolerance among youth, he said a renowned French 
Philosopher had said “Since all started in the hearts and minds of people. The defences of 
peace must be constructed in the minds and hearts of the people”. He said every thing 
from war to peace originated from hearts and minds.  
  
Education was also a must for to enlighten hearts and minds of the youths. 
Unconsciously, he said children learn from their elders. The kids would be responsive if 
we are responsive. They will love peace if we love peace. Whatever the environment we 
give them, it will affect/influence them, positively or negatively. 
  
He said we should help the youth build their character. Youth should not be neglected at 
any cost. We can inculcate youth about harmony and tolerance through various means 
like education, group discussion, etc. If we get united, we can contribute to the national 
development in several ways.   
  
Bilal Naqeeb  
Strengthening Participatory Organization 
  
Thanking the PCHR, Bilal Naqeeb said that without amendment in the Constitution, it 
was difficult for minorities groups to play an active role in the political process in 
Pakistan. He said the political parties’ politics revolved around religion and our history 
speaks volumes for the support of this reality.  
  
Giving an example, he said the NGOs had been trying to amend the Hudood Ordinance 
for the last 25 years but they failed but the government with the help of a television 
channel did it within one week or so. A great tragedy of Pakistan’s politics is that religion 
is badly misused in it. He said our political culture was imbedded in religion. We should 
move towards secularism instead of seeking protection of minorities’ rights.  
  
Ideally, Bilal Naqeeb said, religion should have nothing to do with Pakistani’s future 
politics. Why 3 per cent minorities could not live in peace and harmony with 97 majority 
Muslims, he questioned.  
  
In the proposed plan of action, he said interventions have been determined with four 
stakeholders namely political parties, Election Commission of Pakistan, media and the 
Parliament. He said there was dire need to revive the depleting political culture so that 
minorities groups could be made a part of the mainstream politics in Pakistan.  
  



The first time voters should be provided political education and media would have to play 
its role in promoting nationalism on the basis of religion or otherwise besides securing 
individual’s rights. He suggested that media should be regulated. He said the NGO sector 
should help promote political culture and educate the youths about norms of politics.  
  
As far as the curriculum is concerned, he said the sincere efforts were needed to rectify 
the situation which had depleted since decades. On joint electorate, he said prime focus 
should be on local bodies’ institutions.  
  
Mukhtar Qureshi  
Centre of Peace and Development Initiatives. 
                                                           
Mukhtar Qureshi said that if we look around we can find positive stories in English, Urdu 
newspapers, electronic and print and print media but at the same time we can also find 
some objectionable material. This objectionable material printed in newspapers or 
telecast in electronic media has resulted in loss to the minorities groups in several ways. 
He said many stories could be recalled which resulted in he loss of human lives but were 
based on false information. He said media is powerful change agent. Its reach and 
influence today is much greater today than as compared to couple of decades back. He 
said our environment was badly affecting the working of the media.  
  
He said various education systems were prevalent in Pakistan. On one hand we have 
institutions imparting modern education while on the other hand we have Madrssahs 
imparting extreme religious education to the innocent minds while in between exists our 
failing Urdu system of education. The said the output of these various institutions 
represent an affluent class and the poor segment of our society. Worst come worst, he 
said there was no dialogue between the students of these two institutions.  
  
He said we have English newspapers and vernacular Urdu and other lingual newspapers 
in the country. There are so many programs telecast on television channels where we see 
representatives of various schools of thought. But if we closely follow their discussions, 
we come to know that they are not ready to listen to others point of views. They sit and 
live with each other but are not ready to buy their different views of the people belonging 
different schools of thought.  
  
In such an environment, social problems continue to evade the media eyes and ears. 
Hardly any human rights or social issue related news item is carried on front page of 
English or Urdu newspapers in Pakistan. There is not potable water available in Pakistan 
and bottled water is a fast growing industry. The statements of President, Prime Minister, 
ministers grab headlines while several causalities, if happen, are carried on inside pages.  
  
Basic issues are always evaded by the media, which has fixation in specific environment. 
This is the environment in which media is working. The news item regarding the weaker 
segments of the society are even not given space on inside pages either. Journalists are 
also from our society. They have their own whims, prejudices and have not com up to our 
expectations.  



  
There are some constraints as Journalists are also from our society. English newspapers 
conduct courses for their journalists and their output is recognized. They are the part of 
our failing education system where perhaps there are institutions but hardly any qualified 
teacher is available. University of the Punjab is a very good institution but its curriculum 
has not been revised since decades.  
  
Our development sector institutions have their own problems and have to depend on the 
prevailing media system. It is up to us as how to benefit from the available system. He 
said media gives coverage to the glaring human rights violations. It is the temperament of 
our media. The reason behind this phenomenon is that the capacity of journalists is also 
very limited. There is no investigative stories filing culture and publishing houses also do 
not encourage such stuff in their newspapers.  
  
Mukhtar Qureshi said if we look at the prime time programs of major television channels, 
we would come to know that they only focus on politics and there is hardly any content 
regarding social issues. He said limited capacity of the civil society to engage media is 
also among the reasons for the current scenario.  
  
He said that last year, the Education Division was given Rs 6.5 billion for development 
purpose and out of this money only 35 per cent was spent while other amount remained 
unutilized. This practice is continuing over the years. The overall crisis of the governance 
is serious in Pakistan. We shall have to ponder upon if we were really interested in 
achieving the goal of education for all.  
  
 
Abdul Mujeeb Pirzada, MNA 
  
Abdul Mujeeb Pirzada, MNA, said that Pakistan comprised the Muslim-majority regions. 
He said there is 97 per cent majority and 3 per cent minority but the rights of the 97 per 
cent majority are also not protected. When there are no rights of majority, how the rights 
of minority could be ensured.  
  
We are passing through a phase when there is intolerance in the society. Before partition 
all the communities had together lived peacefully but we have moved towards extremism 
in recent years. We are in the war zone today here there is no worth of the human life. 
Causalities are taking place on daily basis but we have become so casual that these daily 
causalities do not stir our emotions and conscious.  
  
Intolerance has become the hallmark of our society. Constitution is not discriminatory but 
it gives equal protection to majority and minorities alike. He said nationalism teaches 
love with the land and it is wrong impression that various minorities and communities are 
not part of Pakistan. He said such an ideology was wrong. In a garden, he said there are 
different flowers with different smells. But they add to the beauty of the garden with 
maintaining their respective identity.  
  



He said the Indus civilization teaches love without compromising over the respective 
ideologies of various communities. He said we should love Pakistan and the successful 
experience of keeping the Subcontinent together speaks volumes for the tolerance and 
mysticism in the region.  
  
The current turmoil in Pakistan is because of Afghan war and we have become the part of 
an intolerant society. It is a tragedy and public opinion is paramount to correct the 
situation but unfortunately it is not available right now.  
  
The minorities have been given reserve seats but they can also contest on general seats. 
But reservation of seats is to ensure extra rights of minorities groups. He said Ziaul Haq 
introduced separate electorate which caused differences between majority and minorities 
groups in Pakistan. The Constitution does not discriminate any minority group. He said 
the weaker segments of the society ought to be brought forward.  
  
Basant Lal 
Member National Minorities Commission 
  
Basant Lal said that the Quaid-e-Azam had the vision of freedom, rule of law and equal 
opportunities for all the residents of Pakistan. After the death of the Quaid, the 
fundamental rights of minorities groups were snatched and the Constitution of 1973 has 
never been implemented in letter and spirit to ensure protection of minorities’ rights. 
Ziaul Haq further stifled the freedom of minorities by announcing separate electorate in 
Pakistan.  
  
He said minorities’ rights and voice had not been protected till 1999. But President 
Musharraf has brought the minorities in the mainstream. As far as inter-faith harmony is 
concerned, it is the need of the hour to promote a tolerant society. The minorities’ women 
should be given quota in the Senate, and National Assembly and in the four provincial 
assemblies also. He said minorities could not win on general seats due to their lower 
number of voters.  
  
He said the management of the Evacuee Property Trust Board should be handed over to 
the minorities concerned. He said the issue has been taken up at minorities’ commission 
level but so far to no avail.  
  
He said that the extra reserve seats for minorities is no less than a joke because after this 
minorities’ sufferings have multiplied. He said that the dual vote rights of the minorities 
should be restored and minorities 10 seats in the National Assembly be divided at the 
provincial level as the people of low segments of the society would have easy access to 
their respective member of the Parliament.  
  
Aom Shri Krishanan 
  
Shri Krishnan said that the minorities were enjoying their rights but all of us would have 
to show the path to the rulers for the protection of the minorities’ rights. He said at the 



time of the creation of Pakistan, minorities had also rendered invaluable sacrifices. He 
said Pakistan was not won after a war but the Subcontinent was divided into two 
countries. He said neither mosque nor temple was soled on either side of the divide. He 
said the minorities have to pay the rent for their worship places.  
  
He said President Pervez Musharraf has brought the minorities in the mainstream politics 
and we are very thankful to him. He said Pakistan is their motherland and President 
Pervez Musharraf should give reserve representation of minorities in the Senate. He said 
the eligible minorities voters should get their names included in the voters list.  
  
He said loot and plunder against minorities was common and their grievances were 
hardly addressed. He demanded that minorities should also be sent abroad on Yatra on 
official expense, like government send official on Hajj. He said that they were the 
taxpayers and minorities groups should be given money from Pakistan Bait-ul-Maal.  
  
Naeem Shakir 
Advocate Supreme Court 
  
Naeem Shakir said that Pakistan’s was a class-ridden society and non-Muslim citizen 
were a neglected class. He said progressive and secular forces would have to come 
forward to develop a tolerant society in Pakistan.  
  
Mahreen Anwar Raja, MNA 
  
Mahreen Anwar Raja said that very good suggestions had propped up in the wake of this 
conference. She suggested that such conference should continue to be arranged to remove 
misconceptions about each other.  
  
She said this would help remove confusions also. She said that religion is the personal 
matter of an individual but all of us give priority to first being Pakistani. She said the new 
Parliament would try to resolve these problems of the minorities groups.  
  

Comments and Questions  
  
Ms.Mangla  Sharma  
  
Sharma said that he wanted to make it clear that they were not against Islam but were 
against the misuse of Islam. He said that Hindus are asked to eat beef in hostels and 
colleges. He said if Muslims were asked to eat pig, what would be their feelings. In our 
country, he said, no body knows the dimensions of dictatorship and democracy. The poor 
has no concern with democracy or dictatorship and minorities are considered the lowest 
segment of the society. He said minorities worship places should handed over to them for 
their better management.  
  
 



Dr.Stephen Hamdard 
Chairman, Pakistan Minorities Coordination Committee 
  
Focusing on the joint electorate, Stephen Hamdard said that various electorate systems 
were prevalent in Pakistan. He said minorities cannot take part in elections unless they 
get ticket from any mainstream political party in Pakistan. He said that the basic 
democracy was based on the joint electorate as it offered equal opportunities to the 
minorities.  
  
He said President Pervez Musharraf had announced joint electorate but done away with 
the reserve seats. There is no representation of minorities in the Senate and there should 
be separate seats for the minorities in the Upper House. He suggested that joint election 
should be held vis-à-vis keeping reserve seats for the minorities.  
  
Khalid Aftab Sulehri 
President, International Human Rights Commission 
  
Khalid Aftab Sulehri suggested that the minorities’ youth participation should be ensured 
in sports and volunteer activities as it would promote harmony.  
  
Secondly, he said, that religious minorities participation in the electorate process should 
be ensured and minorities groups and alliances should be strengthened to evolve 
consensus.  
  
Lastly, he said, media plays an important role and biased reporting should be monitored 
to end difference among various segments of the society.  
  
Ram Lal 
  
Ram Lal suggested that due to the prejudice of the Evacuee Property Trust Board, the 
Balmik Mandir Bazaar is closed for the last seven years. He said it is in dilapidated 
condition. He said the Chairman of the Evacuee Property Trust Board should belong to 
minorities.  
  
Javed 
Christian Study Centre, Rawalpindi 
  
Javed suggested that the efforts are good for the protection of minorities rights in 
Pakistan. He said Pakistani Youth Commission should be formed comprising youths 
belonging to different minorities groups.  
  
Division-wise MPAs and MNAs belonging to minorities should be elected and the 
election commission should stipulate it for every political party to award specific number 
of tickets to minorities and also make it mandatory for the specific political party to put in 
sincere efforts for their victory.  
  



As concession is awarded to senior citizens in PIA tickets, hospitals and railways, the 
downtrodden segments of the society should also be given concessions in various spheres 
of life. He said the minorities should be given representation in sports and should also be 
made a part of the international delegates to ensure harmony.  
  
Muhammad Ashraf Tariq 
Representative, Council of Islamic Ideology 
  
Muhammad Ashraf Tariq said that they were forming review report on non-Muslims 
problems and send recommendations to the government for their rectification. He said the 
minorities religious festivals should be celebrated at the official level. The seats of the 
national and provincial assemblies should be increased on the basis of population and 
minorities’ women representation in the Senate should be ensured. Likewise, a national 
policy should be announced for the minorities and Diwali should be celebrated at official 
level and funds should be given to the poor Hindus.  
  
James Siprian 
Peace Worldwide 
  
James Siprian said that whatever has been suggested, I pray for its implementation in 
letter and spirit. Ethics teacher should be appointed at every school to inculcate the actual 
spirit of harmony in the society.  
 
Joseph Francis 
National Director, Centre for Legal Aid Assistance and Settlement 
  
Joseph Francis said that minorities’ census was not being carried out despite repeated 
requests and reminders to the authorities concerned. He said that we should understand 
the spirit of joint electorate. He said that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto tried to bring minorities 
together by celebrating the minorities’ week and Ziaul Haq divided the minorities and 
President Musharraf has ensured equal rights to the minorities’ groups.  
  
He said our problems would be resolved if we consider our-self Pakistanis first than 
express our relation with any minority. He said we will have to bring change in our 
attitudes and create unity among our ranks to achieve our rights. He said every one 
should imbibe the spirit of sacrifice for the country. He said minorities should not be 
considered second-rate citizens of Pakistan.  
  
In many schools, he said it was impossible to appoint ethics teacher. He said it was not 
feasible suggestion. He said that there should be conformity in teaching religious 
education at all levels.  
  
Roshan Baruja 
  
Roshan Baruja said that minorities should get united for the resolution of their long-
standing problems. She said that we should develop positive thinking. She said that ethics 



was to be started from class 1 and it was decided in the wake suggestions from all 
minorities’ groups representatives. She said that the education ministry seeks suggestions 
and the minorities’ groups should come forward with positive suggestions.  
  

Concluding Remarks by Kashmala Tariq 
Executive Director PCHR, Chairperson Commonwealth Women Parliamentarians 
  
Kashmala Tariq thanked all the attendants for participating in the PCHR conference. She 
said that we would have to work together and respect the humanity. She said that all 
citizens are equal and Pakistani nationals.  
  
She said that Katas Raaj Mandir was restored and handed over to the Hindus community. 
She said it was a very good gesture and positive acts should be appreciated. She said all 
the minorities should be given the right to worship and protect their religious places. She 
said that harmony should be promoted in the society. She said that forced conversions 
and marriages of minorities’ girls with Muslim men should be discouraged.  
  
Kashmala Tariq said that we are becoming non-concerned of the situation prevailing 
around us. She said that no body bothers if any girl is raped or kidnapped. She said that 
the minorities would have to be united to press for their demands and rights.  
  
She said that she agreed that Diwali should also be celebrated at official level. She said 
the women representation in the local bodies is 33 per cent while it is 17 per cent in 
provincial assemblies. She said still it was a long way to go. She said that the 
representation was population-wise. Ideally, she said that women should be given equal 
representation. She said that total minorities seats should have at least one-third women 
representation.  
  
She said that the current is media age. She said that media is creating sensationalism and 
positive and creative side is lacking. She said that the present government has given 
freedom to media and it is at infancy and would mature with the passage of time. She said 
that things would mellow down.  
  
She said minorities needed uplift and education would open new vistas of opportunities 
for them. She emphasized that education was the basic thrust to win jobs and struggle for 
rights. She said that it should be inculcated that without education, minorities would not 
be able to compete at any level.  
  
She said that character building and ethics were of immense importance. She said that the 
forum would continue to hold such gatherings to ignite healthy discussions and for the 
improvement in minorities conditions.  
  
Kashmala Tariq said that it was the preliminary stage and we should resolve to keep on 
meeting till legislation is formed on this very issue. She said that we would have to work 



as a team. She said she looked forward to see all the participants at the next forum. She 
said that Chaudhry Shafique was the moving force behind this initiative.  
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